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“THE TRAILER MAKES ME WANT MORE” - TAMMY M.
“INTERESTING, FUNNY AND ORIGINAL” - ODETTE R.
OINTED” - STELLA D.
“I CAME HERE FOR THE ALIENS, AND I WASN’T DISAPP

WE SPEAK THE TRUTH.
ANY TRUTH YOU WANT TO BELIEVE.

SYNOPSIS
Have you ever gazed deeply into the night
sky and wondered if there really is life among
the stars? You’re not alone. This question
separates the believers from the skeptics.
Those who believe have a sympathetic ear in
Across All Galaxies radio-show host Topher
Kettlestone. His “aliens are among us” shtick
has made him one of the biggest names in the
paranormal and extraterrestrial community.
When true believer, Lewis, starts working
for Across All Galaxies, he’s shocked to
learn that Topher is actually a bloodsucking
opportunist who is more interested in profits than prophecies.
Then, the night of a scheduled live video
broadcast, Topher suddenly goes missing.
Now it’s up to Lewis and Topher’s daughter,
Missy, to unravel this mystery and separate
truth from fiction. Toss in two bumbling extraterrestrial investigators and a prophecy spouted by a pair of fanatic sci-fi nerds and you’ve
got one thrilling comedy on your hands.
A science-fiction/comedy feature film — in
the vein of Ghostbusters and Galaxy Quest
— Across All Galaxies is a film that appeals
to believers and skeptics alike: a rip-roaring,
unearthly adventure that will leave audiences wanting more.

THE ARCTURIANS

PRODUCTION
AAG was born from the mind of seasoned comedy writer Andrew Hopps.
A lightbulb went off after a crucial conversation on the validity of extraterrestrial life. What separates the believers from
the skeptics?
Inspired by funny, character driven genre
films, the script took shape just in time
to be submitted to the CineCoup Film
Accelerator.
Partnering with director Elvis Deane and
producer Sara Miller, AAG climbed all
the way to the Final 5 of the 2015 CineCoup competition.
The Across All Galaxies creative team is
now working to get the film made, while
buidling an impressive online community
who is heavily anticipating the film.

twitter.com/AllGalaxies
www.cinecoup.com/across-all-galaxies
email: hyper@bolic.ca

Across All Galaxies bridges the gap between uber
sci-fi fans and mainstream
audiences. AAG is a
quirky PG-13 comedy with
the potential for real mass
market appeal.

